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Introduction

The last thing I ever expected to attempt to write was a dictionary. 

As I started to write it, it turned out not to be a dictionary at all. A dictionary pro-
vides meanings. With my newest project, I am attempting to offer meaning.

How can you understand marketing today from a practical perspective? When you see a 
word like “impression,” “programmatic,” or “unique,” what does it mean? What is the signifi-
cance? Do these terms make any sense at all? 

One approach is to define terminology with the authority of a governing body, like editors of 
an established dictionary or officers of an industry trade association. Another is to crowd-
source ideas, such as in a wiki. Wikipedia offers definitions for most of the terms and con-
cepts that follow; at times, I’ve cross-checked my work with Wikipedia and cited the crowd’s 
wisdom when appropriate.

Both the authoritative and crowdsourced approaches feel too distant and inert. They must 
settle on language that pleases everyone.

Instead, I use the rough format of a dictionary to share more personal perspectives – per-
spectives that may please no one. They are completely unauthoritative. They are biased. 
Experts in their field who understand any given concept better than I do will quickly con-
clude that I have no business writing any of this. 

That’s a fair assessment. 

For much of my career, I’ve been the dumbest person in the room trying to keep up, and 
in the process, I’ve been connecting concepts and ideas in ways that give the smarter peo-
ple around me a different point of view. Occasionally, that even leads to insight (see also: 
Insights). It’s been my modus operandi for two decades in practically every meeting I’ve 
attended, column I’ve written, and conference where I’ve spoken.
 
When it works, it’s like a moment out of the end of an episode of Columbo. When it doesn’t, 
there’s little harm done, as I remain the dumbest one in the room. It’s a form of thinking out 
loud, learning by doing, and having fun trying, flipping the focus from the destination to the 
journey.

Thank you for joining me on this journey, one that is just getting started.



The inspiration for this guide struck as I finished reading Benjamin Dreyer’s eponymous 
Dreyer’s English. His opus is a compendium of ruminations (he would hate this overwrought 
syllable-retching) about the written word based on his illustrious (not illustrated) copy 
editing career (or is it copy-editing career?). While I read it (past tense), it struck me how 
much the marketing field could use its own version. 

Vain and foolhardy as I am, I sat down and started writing Berky’s Marketing English. 

The first entry was “Impressions,” and I started defining it as “a metric that never deter-
mines if a unit of advertising made an impression on someone.” This is not how marketing 
guides are written, so I kept writing. “Betty White” and “La Croix” soon joined “influencer 
marketing” and “virtual reality.” Even with 115 entries here, there is much more to write.

Through Upwork, I encountered the talents of Isabela Flores de Moura. Based in Porto 
Alegre, Brazil, her soul is far older – perhaps centuries older – than her years, and she im-
mediately created a visual style and identity for this guide that added a dimension to it. Her 
passion for this project continually inspired me to keep working on it, and I can only hope 
this is the first collaboration of many. I would love nothing more to introduce you to her if 
you are seeking such a collaborator as well.

I welcome hearing thoughts on what other terms should be defined and enshrined here. If 
you think your idea is too obvious, remember that you are smarter than me, and I am trying 
to keep up.

Enjoy this one person’s attempt to find meaning in marketing and share it with others.

David Berkowitz
Principal of the Serial Marketer consultancy
and founder of the Serial Marketers community
May 2020

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/232363/dreyers-english-by-benjamin-dreyer/
https://flores.art.br/
https://serialmarketer.net/
https://serialmarketers.net/
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#

A

5G

The future of mobile telephony that will usher in 
an era of hyperconnected interconnectivity based 
on the quantum meshing of multiverses.

Given how as of 2020, 5G has been the next 
big thing for at least five years and next to no 
marketer knows how it works, you might as well 
share the most nonsensical mouthful of a defini-
tion you can muster. Feel free to use mine. Within 
five words, your listener will stop paying atten-
tion while nodding their head politely. 

With 6G, you will need to outdo yourself as it will 
change life on Earth as we know it. Or maybe, if 
we are lucky, it will stream Comedians in Cars 
with Coffee so fast that it will feel like Jerry Sein-
feld is driving a Bugatti Veyron Super Sport right 
through your holographic, virtual iPhone 27. That 
would at least be a practical benefit that everyone 
can understand. 

…As a Service (*aaS)

A service business created from a category not 
typically perceived as one. 

You can put practically any word before “as a 
service,” and someone has probably already put it 
in a pitch deck. Take the worst idea you came up 
with, and someone received a $12 million commit-
ment for it. That person is probably white, male, 

in their 20s, living in Silicon Valley, and skilled at 
convincing himself he is changing the world. 

Below are some *aaS categories. Most of these 
are actual categories with, of course, my own 
interpretations. In the event that I made up any of 
these, they are real now.

Data as a Service (DaaS)

Why keep data locked up in a spreadsheet when 
someone can massage it, feed it, fatten it up, and 
then serve it to you on demand? 

Desktop as a Service (DaaS)

Someone mentioned this to me, but I can’t recall 
the context. I have no idea what he meant, and I 
didn’t have the heart to ask him if he was kidding.

Money as a Service (MaaS)

There are many articles about this online, some 
probably by very smart people who forgot that 
one of the biggest industries in the world is called 
financial services.

Software as a Service (SaaS)

SaaS is the mother of all as-a-services. You 
thought you were paying $50 for software, but 
then you wound up paying $50,000 a year for 
all the service that went with it. There’s a slight 
parallel to paying once for the razor and then 
repeatedly for the blades, but the metaphor gets 
stuck on its way out of the birth canal. “Razor 
blades as a service” has already been claimed by 
the less glamorous but enduring barbershops and 
salons. Few salons are seeking VC funding.

Training as a Service (TaaS)

I had a long discussion with someone about this 
business model. Only months later, after using 
this term repeatedly, did it occur to me that 
training already is a service.
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Ad

Also known as an advertisement or advert. 

I can write whatever I want here because you 
already skipped, blocked, or ignored this entry. 
That’s okay because I will be retargeting you with 
Serial Marketer offers for the next 90 days.

AdAge

Formerly Advertising Age. 

The name change was a rare case of cutting 
Advertising in order to attract more advertising.

Ad Tech

Advertising technology. 

Also written as adtech and ad-tech.

However it’s written, it sounds much better than 
mar tech. (See Mar Tech)
Ad tech should be subset of mar tech. However, 
common usage tends to imply that the two are 
entirely different sectors or categories. Whenever 
one of the sectors has a breakout hit in terms of a 
company with a successful initial public offering 
or funding round, everyone from both sectors 
claims that the hot company is in the sector they 
are in.

Ad:tech

A global technology-focused series that once was 
the annual best spot for advertising technology 
vendors to talk to each other. Now it is a spot 
where fewer advertising technology vendors talk 
to one another.

Agency

Neither a buyer nor a seller be.

Always the vendor, never the partner.

Ask always what your agency can do for you, not 
what you can do for your agency.

Maligned, malformed, and misunderstood, agen-
cies are always a favorite subject of deathwatch 
punditry. Somehow, they persist while select 
members of their ranks dare to thrive.

Wherever there is a need for counsel, for inspi-
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Blockchain

A distributed, contractual, trusted, cryptographic 
ecosystem with lots of protocols and apps, or 
DApps as one should refer to them when describ-
ing blockchain. Repeating most of these words, 
regardless of the order, will make you sound like 
you know what it is, and then you can return 
to discussing your favorite moments of Schitt’s 
Creek. You may also refer to “a blockchain” or “the 
blockchain” but not “the Blockchain” or “a block-
chain.” 

Note that blockchain should never be confused 
with the clock chain because that is a reference 
to Flavor Flav. Additionally, when pronouncing 
the stage name of William Jonathan Drayton, Jr., 
please be sure to say the surname as “Flave” as 
opposed to “Flahv”; while the name as written 
sounds like it rhymes with “Slav,” Mr. Drayton, Jr.’s 
economizing of letters is commendable. 

His iconic neckwear should be called a clock 
chain but not a “clockchain.” If you do ever need 
to write “clockchain,” I cannot emphasize how 
many times you will want to double-check your 
spelling. If your rendition of “clockchain” is auto-
corrected to a nine-letter version, that is between 
you and your autocorrecting software. 

Boondoggle

A conference or other multi-day corporate 
outing, often held at some vacation destination, 
where there is less of an emphasis on education 
and training and much more on socialization, 
gluttony, and inebriation.

Such outings can be productive for building 
relationships and striking business deals. No 
colleague back at the office will believe you if you 

ration, and for the rolling-up of shirtsleeves to 
do the jobs that no one else even knows need be 
done, there will be an agency. And there will be 
many forming ranks behind them, ready to join 
the fray.

Except for the dead ones. 

Amazon

A local bookseller. 

The CEO will build an extra headquarters in your 
hardscrabble, working-class town if you buy him 
a cup of coffee and give him $50 billion in tax 
breaks.

ASAP

When a brand says they need something ASAP, 
they wanted it yesterday.

When an agency says they will deliver something 
ASAP, they will ask the account lead how long 
they can stall until the client starts getting really 
angry.

When a tech vendor says they will deliver some-
thing ASAP, it means they haven’t even thought of 
doing this and are debating whether to add it to 
the roadmap.

When a journalist says they need a quote ASAP, 
you have about 10 minutes. Some people actually 
mean what they say.

B
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tell them this about a boondoggle you attend. To 
minimize outrage after you return, avoid posting 
photos to social channels, and step away a few 
feet from the volleyball court when you join the 
one conference call you couldn’t reschedule.

Brand

Any marketer or advertiser with name recogni-
tion and money to spend.

The New York Times is usually a publisher. When 
it advertises, it is considered a brand. 

When you want TikTok to sponsor your event, it 
is a vendor. When you want someone from TikTok 
to speak at your event, it is a brand. If you haven’t 
heard of TikTok yet, it is not a brand because you 
will naturally assume a brand is a business that 
you recognize.

For a literal branding brand, consider L&H 
Branding Irons, whose tagline is, “We’ve got your 
brand.”

Buyer

Any marketer or advertiser with money.
A five-person marketing technology company is 
usually considered a vendor or seller (or, in their 
minds, “partner”). 

If that company winds up scrounging together 
$500 to spend on an ad campaign, then it 
becomes a buyer to whichever publisher, agency, 
technology company, or related service that seeks 
its three-figure expenditure. 

Cannes Lions

Also known as the International Festival of Cre-
ativity.

Awards emblazoned with the heads of savan-
na-dwelling animals are bestowed upon mar-
keting luminaries in categories such as Digital, 
Health & Wellness, Innovation, Print & Publishing, 
and Outdoor. 

Categories vary year-to-year, so it resembles the 
Olympics more than the Oscars. Leon de Lunden 
of Belgium may take pride in winning the only 
Olympic gold for live pigeon shooting in 1900, but 
there’s little joy in defending a title that no one 
else can challenge.

Ascential Events, which operates the Cannes 
Lions, chooses categories based on time-tested 
criteria such as forecasting how much money 
they can make from award submissions.

C

http://lhbrandingirons.com/
http://lhbrandingirons.com/
https://www.mnn.com/lifestyle/arts-culture/stories/9-peculiar-summer-olympic-sports-that-have-been-discontinued
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CCPA

The first and, as of 2020, best local response the 
United States developed to achieve the same ends 
as GDPR.

The California Consumer Privacy Act serves as a 
shot across the bow. Regardless of how well or 
poorly it is designed, it carries the threat that 
there will be fifty different versions of it, and that 
does not include territories, or – much worse – 
cities and local municipalities.

This potential fragmentation of privacy laws 
has led some corporations such as Facebook to 
advocate for the federal government to create 
a national law that overrides all state and local 
actions. Such posturing gives such corporations 
two advantages: they come off looking like they 
are crusaders for privacy, and such a law would 
ensure there is only one regulatory framework for 
corporations to ignore. They can also more easily 
ensure, through their lobbyists, that the frame-
work has no adverse effect on their business. 

Whenever you see any corporation – especially a 
technology corporation – lobby for more regula-
tion, assume that the outcome will be extremely 
positive for them and potentially detrimental for 
their users, consumers, and competition.

CES

Consumer Electronics Show.

A show where few marketers are shown any 
consumer electronics.

Held in early January, It can either be the most 
productive week of the year to see so many 
people from the industry in one place or a way to 
delay the reality check of coming back from the 
holidays. 

Clicks

An action seldom taken on purpose, and even 
less frequently done through a clickable device.

We refer to clicks in the same way we refer to 
dialing phones – and that is a reference to both 
the dialing and the phones. 

Most advertising and digital media, when acted 
upon at all, is tapped, whether on a smartphone 
or a laptop’s touchpad. Calling such ad interac-
tions “taps” may cause one to summon, depend-
ing on your point of reference, either a Fosse 
musical or the last bugle call before bedtime. We 
will have to continue to impress the word “clicks” 
even when we infrequently press the device’s 
button that makes the clicking sound. 

We infrequently do anything intentionally with 
digital advertising, but that is for another entry, if 
not another book.
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Commercial

A sponsored video clip running as a break during 
or between television programming. 

It gives viewers a much-needed mental respite 
during sporting matches, reality television, and 
local news programs. 

Such ads are also called “spots.” They are easy to 
spot. Most are hard to remember. 

Radio ads are also known as commercials. While 
technically accurate, few people ever refer to 
such advertisements as commercials. Call them 
spots, even though it is impossible to spot a spot 
on the radio.

Community

An overused term that too often describes groups 
of people receiving messages broadcast from 
a single sender, such as via email or streaming 
video.

I received an email from a company in our indus-
try whose name I will omit. I had already been on 
their mailing list, but then a curious new edition 
came through, stating, “Thanks for joining the 
[redacted] community. Every week, we’ll send 
you content, podcasts, and insights to guide you 
along your journey….” The subject line welcomed 
me to this community. It is not a community but 

a mailing list.

One of the problems is that the dictionary would 
agree with that email sender.
The first Oxford definition of “community” refer-
enced in Google states, “A group of people living 
in the same place or having a particular charac-
teristic in common.” By that definition, this email 
sender told me I am part of a community, and 
it must be true. I know nothing about the other 
members, so it is a little surprising to have that 
community forced upon me.
In making my case to Oxford, I feel like I would 
lose unless I convinced them to redefine “com-
munity” in a future edition.

Given that the welcome message was delivered 
online, and I have spent 30 years as a member 
of various online communities, I turned to 
Wikipedia’s definition of “online community”: “A 
virtual community whose members interact with 
each other primarily via the Internet. For many, 
communities may feel like home, consisting of 
a ‘family of invisible friends.’” The quote belongs 
to Howard Rheingold, and it is one of the more 
touching sentiments I have seen on Wikipedia. 

The last time I was that touched by a Wikipedia 
entry was when I read the entry for The Koala 
Brothers, an Australian-British animated chil-
dren’s TV show released in 2003 that has since 
resurfaced on Netflix. The character descriptions 
are profound: “Ned the Wombat… is often unsure 
of himself, but he dreams of adventure as an 
explorer or sea captain. 
He is very determined, and easily fixated on an 
idea.” George the Turtle “has no known residence 
but is always seen delivering the mail.” Sammy the 
Echidna “has the fewest problems” (as any echid-
na should). Alice the Platypus “works at the local 
café and appears to be the sole employee, though 
it is not clear if she owns the café.” It’s existential-
ism for children. It is also clear that these charac-
ters are all part of a community.

Building on Wikipedia and Mr. Rheingold, a com-
munity in any remotely digital sense should entail 
interaction among members instead of merely a 

https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/community
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_community
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Koala_Brothers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Koala_Brothers
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broad trait in common. I founded a community 
for marketers and have my bias. It’s a bias against 
liberalizing the definition of community that 
accelerated as platforms like MySpace and Face-
book scaled. 

I do not consider the subscribers of my news-
letter to be part of a community. To me, it feels 
like a community because I interact with many 
readers and do sometimes introduce readers to 
each other. 

However, most readers will not feel like they are 
part of a community; they will feel like they are 
newsletter subscribers. I could call my newsletter 
“Serial Marketer Nation,” but it would be a nation 
in name only – all the nationalism, none of the 
interconnectedness. 

Cookies

Digital tracking beacons that are practically 
opioids for advertisers.

It is a travesty that such a glorious name is used 
for such a maligned technology.

Cookies, when prepared correctly, are among 
the most delicious of humanity’s inventions. The 

Nestle Toll House Cookie recipe should be 
one of the first forms of communication 
shared with an extraterrestrial race so that 
they know, whatever their digestive systems, 
that we are a crafty and benevolent species. 
We should also tell them it’s okay if they 
use 1/4 of a cup less granulated sugar and 
1/4 of a cup extra brown sugar, but only 
if their alien palates prefer a hint of extra 
sweet, smoky depth in their baked goods. 
Otherwise, the recipe is perfect as it is.

Marketers had to ruin it.

Cookies, marketers will tell you at the dull-
est of cocktail parties, make ads more rele-
vant for you. Are you a vegetarian who keeps 
getting those ads for Omaha Steaks? Do you 
identify as female but can’t visit three news 
sites without getting bombarded with male 
razor ads? Are you a raccoon who gets ads 
for stores that look inviting, but the stores 
are only open during the daytime? What do 
those retailers think you are, a ring-tailed 
lemur?

If that raccoon didn’t go through the trash 
and delete all the cookies, then diurnal 
retailers would probably know to avoid 
targeting nocturnal prospects. 

Cookies are snippets of code that track 
people most of the time they visit websites. 
These trackers could come directly from 
the site you visit (a first-party cookie), or it 
could come from one of the countless ad-
vertising or analytics companies hitching a 
ride on that publisher (a third-party cookie). 

Given how few ads you notice, you probably 
don’t process how relevant or irrelevant the 
ads are. You ignore them. It is also possible 
to target relevant ads without cookies. 
Facebook, for instance, relies on information 
provided by its users, and those same users 
provide other signals such as by liking pages. 

http://www.serialmarketers.net/
http://www.serialmarketers.net/
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Cord-Cutting

A misnomer.

Cord-cutting often leads to more cords in the 
home as one stocks up on Apple TVs, Rokus, 
Chromecasts, and Fire TV Sticks. 

Good luck remembering which streaming service 
hosts The Office and which one hosts Seinfeld, 
but at least you know where to find Baby Yoda 
(that would be Twitter). 

Cost Per X

Advertising pricing models. They are typically 
abbreviated as “CP_” (“Cost per ____”). 

Some of the more established models are as 
follows:

CPA

Cost-per-action pricing, especially prized by 
performance marketers (see also: Performance 
Marketing). 

Marketers pay when someone completes a pre-
determined task after interacting with an ad, 
whether that’s submitting a form or completing a 
transaction (see also: Leads). 
CPA campaigns require ad sellers to direct the 
most qualified prospects to the marketer, or the 
seller does not get paid. Marketers must be able 
to convert the prospect to a lead or customer, 
and the marketer must also know exactly how 
much such a referral is worth. 

Third-party cookies are likely to be phased out 
now that Google signaled in January 2020 that 
Chrome will no longer welcome them. Advertisers 
may lament this shift, but there will always be 
ways to target prospects – even if it means using 
direct mail. I mean mail (see also: Direct Mail).

CPE

Cost-per-engagement pricing has little to do with 
how many prospects propose to the marketer. 

Instead, the model accounts for signals that the 
viewer of a marketing message is a real human 
signaling real interest, such as by ‘liking’ a post 
shared in social media or by expanding an ad unit 
to experience it in all of its full-screen glory.

CPC

Cost-per-click pricing charges advertisers a fee 
every time a person (well, ideally a real human 
being) clicks on an ad.

Google perfected this model, and the auc-
tion-based pricing associated with it, to amass its 
fortune. Any publisher can charge per click, and 
many give advertisers a choice as to whether they 
want to pay based on clicks, impressions, or other 
criteria. 

While advertisers pay for the click, clicks them-
selves have little value beyond signaling the click-
er’s curiosity or interest. What is most important 
for the advertiser is to determine the value of 
what the clicker does post-click.

CPM

The most common pricing model is the hardest to 
understand for newcomers to the ad industry.

“M” stands for “1,000,” as in the Roman numeral. 
CPM is written longhand as “cost per thousand 
impressions.” 

https://blog.chromium.org/2020/01/building-more-private-web-path-towards.html
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It can’t be CPI because that would denote merely 
the cost per impression, as in a single impression. 
A single impression is typically not worth much 
to the buyer (and it’s worth less to the seller).

CPM prices can range anywhere from pennies 
to hundreds of dollars. Advertisers pay more for 
better targeting; the coveted audience of Wom-
en’s Wear Daily will allow that outlet to command 
higher CPMs than a random page on a mass 
media property.

Deck

A presentation, typically created in Microsoft 
PowerPoint.

Usage: “Over the next 45 minutes, we will answer 
your four questions with the aid of our 243-slide 
PowerPoint deck.”

Like a deck of cards, you can drop most printed 
PowerPoint decks on the floor and pick them up 
in any random order, and the end result will make 
as much sense to the reader or listener regardless 
of how it is shuffled.

More precisely, being on the receiving end of a 
PowerPoint deck usually feels like getting decked 
in the head.

Direct Mail

Another name for mail.

What makes direct mail any more direct than 
other mail?

D
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Did it go directly to one’s home while other mail 
took a leisurely detour first?

Is it more forward? Does other mail not tell you 
what it’s about? 

Is “direct” a verb? Does the mail tell other pieces 
of mail what to do?

None of this is apparent. It should just be “mail.” 
Marketers must learn to be far more direct, 
including when that means removing “direct.”

Duopoly

An industry dominated by two outsized partici-
pants.

In the ad industry, this refers to Google and the 
National Pornography Association.

Okay, maybe not – or at least not officially. The 
Duopoly refers to Google and Facebook, and 
Facebook does not have any current relationship 
with the NPA.
 
While many pundits prefer to shift the focus from 
the Duopoly to the Amazon-enhanced Triopoly 
(see also: Triopoly), eMarketer projects that the 
Duopoly will account for more than 61% of US 
digital advertising revenues through 2021. You 
don’t need to get rid of your Duopoly board game 
yet.

If there were a Duopoly board game about this 
Duopoly, these should be the tokens: a television, 
a radio (for metaphor’s sake), a magazine, a bill-
board, an iPhone, a cat, a shot glass (replacing 
the martini glass from the original edition), and a 
generic can of seltzer (spiked or otherwise). Such 
a game would cause widespread rancor between 
those who say the most expensive property 
should be Madison Avenue and those who say it 
should be Amphitheatre Parkway. 

Engagement

A sign of active interest from an ad or content 
viewer.
This interest ould be in the form of someone 
‘liking’ or commenting on a social media post, 
or it could take the form of someone rotating a 
product image in an ad unit.

Do not assume that getting engagement from a 
prospect is the same as getting engaged to one. 
Engagement is usually a more important signal 
than mere reach, and it may be as useful a signal 
as a click (a click may also be the action that 
signals engagement), but engaged audiences are 
still fickle. If they are engaged with you, they are 
likely engaged with some of your competitors as 
well. Such a prospect has not given you his or her 
rose.

Eyeballs

Slang for the number of pairs of eyes that poten-
tially view ads or content.

It brings to mind a mad scientist collecting body 
parts in jars. Avoid this term.

E

https://www.emarketer.com/content/facebook-google-duopoly-won-t-crack-this-year
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Facebook

The best way, still, to keep up with moderately 
close friends.

You likely don’t need Facebook to keep up with 
your closest friends. And if you do, by now, they 
probably have said something to make you unfol-
low them lest you dissolve your friendship.

Do not see also, “Privacy.”

First-Party Data

When you’re in your teens and 20s, the first party 
you go to is never the best one. It’s the second or 
third party that you look forward to.

By the time you’re in your 30s (or in the case of 
this author, age 22), you’re too tired to hit up all 
the other parties. The first party is the best one 
because you know it’s the only one that matters.

That wisdom can be applied to data sources. Early 
on, it’s easy to get hooked on all kinds of data, but 
first-party data is the data that you own, having 
acquired it directly, and it is by far the most 
critical data you can gather and use.

With increasing threats to third-party data, from 
government regulation to the death of third-party 
cookies, the first party may be the best and only 
party worth going to (see also: Cookies).

Fraud

Fraud that you commit is making the most of 
limited resources and data.

Fraud that others commit is a travesty.

Fraud that others commit where you are the 
victim is a crime, and you demand restitution.

Frequency

How often the same individual is exposed to an ad 
or marketing message.
Frequency is typically the conjoined twin of reach 
(see also: Reach), as well it should be. 

Without determining frequency, an ad could 
achieve 1 million impressions by reaching the 
same person 1 million times.

With a frequency of one, in that a person is only 
exposed to the ad one time, then the advertiser 
achieves 1 million impressions by getting in front 
of 1 million people one time each. 

Typically, the desired frequency is more than one 
but less than a lot. Relatively few people respond 
to an ad after a single exposure, but after too 

F
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many exposures, the advertiser will typically 
experience diminishing returns.

Gallop, Cindy

Feminist. Rabble-rouser. Sex educator.

Slayer of every -ism, from ageism to zoomor-
phism.

One of the best allies you can martial. 

Legend. 

Hero.

GDPR

A perfect marketing acronym in that it has noth-
ing to do with PR nor GDP.

As of the early 2020s, it is also one of the best 
ways for any marketer in a meeting to kill any 
idea preemptively. “Should we be concerned 
about GDPR?” is one of those torpedoes that is 
almost impossible to defend against. It’s like ask-
ing in the 1950s, “Should we be concerned about 
Communists?” It doesn’t matter if one should or 
shouldn’t; it’s best to move on to the next item on 
the agenda.

It stands for General Data Protection Regulation 
and is the first comprehensive legal framework 
around online privacy that has global ramifica-
tions in that it applies across the European Union. 
It has seven principals for legally processing per-
sonal data: lawfulness, fairness, and transparency; 
purpose limitation; data minimization, accuracy; 
storage limitation; integrity and confidentiality; 

and accountability. 

Some lawyers may have memorized this. Next to 
no marketer has any idea this is even in there. 

Generalist

A master of micro-mastery. 

A four-star generalist is comfortable running or 
overseeing a wide range of marketing functions 
and related disciplines that can include sales, 
product development, operations, and human 
resources. Such a generalist also is keenly aware 
of their limitations.

The generalists who give the term a bad name are 
either specialists in avoiding doing anything or 
specialists in claiming they are experts at every-
thing. 

G
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Google 

The most enduring of multibillion-dollar busi-
nesses built on digital advertising.

Founded in 1998, one might wish that it had a 
humble origin story, such as how a couple of 
chicken farmers in Turkmenistan founded it after 
trying to find information on how to keep a par-
ticularly wily coyote out of the henhouse at night. 
They then embarked on a decades-long quest to 
organize all of the world’s information and make 
it accessible.

Alas, it was founded in 1998 by Stanford Universi-
ty Ph.D. students Sergey Brin and Larry Page. 

Google Inc. was restructured as subsidiary 
Google LLC under Alphabet Inc. starting in 2015; 
almost all of its products of interest to marketers 
remain under Google.

(See also: many other entries, including Search 
Engine, Search Engine Optimization, and Cost 
Per X: CPC)

Growth Hacker

A marketing specialist with expertise in generat-
ing demand.

A seasoned one, based on practical experience 
rather than years spent surviving in market-
ing-related roles, can optimize around CAC, CPC, 
CPA, LTV, MAU, NPS, or practically any other 
acronym you may have come across. 

If they have a weakness, growth marketers can be 
overconfident in the last click, or the last contact 
point between the marketer and the consumer. In 
the process, they can be dismissive about invest-
ing in resources that increase brand awareness or 
preference and shorten sales cycles.

(See also: Marketing Channels and Tactics > 
Growth Marketing)

High Holidays
 
A few days in September or early October when 
it’s a little quieter at the offices of New York, 
Chicago, and Los Angeles ad agencies.

These days include the Jewish New Year (Rosh 
Hashanah) and Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur). 

Note that the term High Holidays refers to their 
prominence in the Jewish faith. Do not assume 
your Jewish colleagues are partaking in the 
consumption of cannabis on those days. While 
more doctrinally observant Jews will tell you that 
it is forbidden to light a fire on such holidays, this 
author will not pass judgment. That is between 
the Partaker and his or her Maker.

Holding Company

A top-grossing agency conglomerate, a holding 
company typically is good at holding on to other 
companies.

It is also typically a company that is less good at 
holding on to people. 

They have a mixed track record holding on to 
clients. But that’s true for almost anyone in this 
business. 

H
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Impressions

A metric that never determines if a unit of adver-
tising made an impression on someone. 

The Oxford dictionary cited by Google refers 
to the broader, non-industry-specific meaning 
of “impression” as “an idea, feeling, or opinion 
about something or someone,” and advertisers 
would be thrilled if those were actual human 
responses to the industry-specific impressions 
that they generate. Oxford continues to note that 
broadly-defined impressions are formed “on the 
basis of little evidence,” and there is indeed little 
evidence that advertising impressions generate 
an impression on any impressionable human.

Most tallies of impressions should be assumed to 
be touched up by impressionism, or at least the 
kind of artistry known as bullshit. A class on such 
artistry is hardly needed given how many such 
experts our industry already has. 

Also, note that Pablo Picasso was not an impres-
sionist. Still, in preparing to depict one of the 
figures in “Guernica” and his later lithograph 
series “The Bull,” he may have been a literal bull-
shit artist.

Impressions, Viewable

A newer class of impressions, or Impressions 2.0, 
are these viewable versions. These refer to “ad-
verts” (according to Wikipedia), that were “actual-
ly seen by a human being.”
Note the inclusion of “actually” to denote the 
shock that a living, conscious being may have 
been exposed to said adverts.

You don’t refer to street signs as messages that 

“actually” tell you where you’re going, and you 
don’t refer to gastroenterologists as physicians 
who “actually” remove intestinal polyps. 

If the idea is to show adverts that have been 
seen, why refer to “viewable”? Between the term 
“viewable impressions” and the definition pro-
vided here, it exemplifies the industry’s mastery 
of bet-hedging. Read it as the industry declaring, 
“We would love to say that the advert has been 
viewed and that the viewer was a conscious 
Homo sapien, but we will settle for the possibility 
that a person may have viewed it, and we will call 
that an improvement.” Adding the redundant term 
“viewable” to the misplaced term “impression” is 
what counts as innovation in advertising.

I

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viewable_Impression
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Insights 

Often used as a synonym for “data” or “trends.”

If 11% of Instagram accounts feature pets on 
skateboards, that is data.
If that percentage is up from three years ago 
when only 4% of Instagram accounts featured 
pets on skateboards and that figure has been 
climbing ever since, that is a trend.

If sporting equipment manufacturers use this 
information to start developing skateboards 
specifically designed for different types and sizes 
of pets, that is an insight.

Calling every fact, figure, and trend an insight 
is an insult not only to actual insights but to the 
vital roles that facts, figures, and trends perform 
(see also: Tactics).

Jingle

A short, ideally catchy and memorable song used 
in commercials.

They are rarely found in online ads, but one day, 
somehow, they will make a comeback.

If we must wait a little longer, that’s okay because 
it’s good to kiss a little longer, stay close a little 
longer, hold tight a little longer…

Have fun getting that one out of your head. 

J
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Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

Metrics to determine success in achieving critical 
marketing or business objectives.

Typically, when the metrics do not show the 
success a marketer is looking for, marketers will 
either:

1) Pick a different KPI to measure,

Or,

2) Blame the most convenient party outside the 
organization, such as an agency or publisher.

Figuring out how to improve the results for that 
KPI is a strategy many prefer not to consider.

La Croix

An expense billed to human resources depart-
ments due to its positive effect on employee 
retention.

Pronounced “La Croy,” it is much more fun to 
utter as “La Crwah” so that it makes sense in 
neither English nor French. 

The one alternative that might be accepted in 
ad industry refrigerators is Wegmans Sparkling 
Water. As the adage goes, no one ever got fired 

for buying IBM or Wegmans. 

Leads

Manna for marketers.

Some leads will lead to profits. Others will be 
leaden on spreadsheets, wasting time and re-
sources of an organization. 

Leads come in many forms, but three are 
particularly important, especially from a busi-
ness-to-business perspective:

Non-Qualified Leads

You may more commonly hear of these referred 
to as “unqualified.” Google results show a strong 
preference for “unqualified leads” over “non-qual-
ified” or “nonqualified,” but “unqualified” is a 
misnomer. 

“Unqualified” implies a dead lead. An unqualified 
baseball player is the opposite of a qualified 
baseball player; the unqualified one had his or 
her chance and blew it. You may take a chance on 
the non-qualified player, though; he or she hasn’t 
had a chance to prove themselves but may show 
potential.

A non-qualified lead has not been evaluated. It’s 
a name and some contact information in a data-
base. You may not even know how it got there; 
three generations of marketing teams may have 
passed it on, rendering the reliability of the lead 
questionable. 

But perhaps that lead will be the Rosetta Stone to 
your firm’s future fortunes. 
If, however, you attempted to qualify it and it 
is not qualified to be a lead, you can deem it 
unqualified. 

Marketing Qualified Leads (MQLs)

The marketing team has vetted these leads.

K

L
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Perhaps this lead opted in to receive a newsletter 
or coupon. Perhaps she expressed interest when 
she dropped her business card off at your booth 
at a trade show. Perhaps he stopped by your 
office to borrow a cup of sugar and then sought 
to learn more about your company.

Due to your tireless marketing efforts, you have 
brought this horse to water. It is typically the job 
of the sales team to make said horse drink.

Sales Qualified Leads (SQLs)

The sales team has vetted these leads.

Once the lead is an SQL, certain criteria should 
be met. This lead is interested. 

She has money. She’s the right kind of prospect. 
There is some need or want that your offerings 
can fulfill. She may never again give you the time 
of day, or she may evolve into an opportunity 
with an established potential deal size, or she may 
become your next customer.
 
Before any of that happens, though, she is an 
SQL. For that moment, the sales team is content, 
and all seems right for the world. 

Until you’re slow delivering the next back of leads.

Marketing Tech

Mar-tech is an unfortunate abbreviation for 
marketing technology (see also: Ad Tech). 

To mar means to disfigure or spoil. Saying you are 
at a mar-tech company makes it sound like your 
company is disfiguring technology. Upon hearing 
such a line, an acceptable response is to run away.

Advertising Age changed its name to AdAge, but 
Marketing Week, one hopes, will never change its 
name to MarWeek. That prediction is safer given 
how Marketing Week is based in London, and the 
British would never stand for so horrid an abbre-
viation. No one, I hope, claims to work in the mar 
industry. 

Refer to it as marketing tech or marketing tech-
nology.

As advertising is a subset of marketing, ad tech is 
a subset of marketing tech. 

Marketing Channels and Tactics

There are undoubtedly books written about this – 
just none that this author has even contemplated 
reading. Below is an abridged list with notewor-
thy examples.

Account-Based Marketing

A marketing program that centers around which 
specific companies the business will target and 
the job titles of prospects at the target compa-
nies. 

It is particularly useful for B2B marketers, given 
the narrowly defined, high-value prospects at the 

M
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center of the metaphorical bullseye.

Having come to prominence in the late 2010s 
as its own discipline, it has attracted a wave of 
specialists who use it in their job titles. For many 
marketers, however, it is a term that encapsulates 
something they have been doing for years or de-
cades: defining the target audience and crafting 
campaigns and programs accordingly. 

Email Marketing

One of the few kinds of marketing that can reach 
practically everybody, it is naturally one of the 
least discussed forms of marketing at any confer-
ence or in any trade outlet. 

As I wrote this, I tried the intra-site query on 
Google for Digiday. It pulled up 223 references to 
“email marketing” (plus three more with the spell-
ing “e-mail”), and then 229 references to “QR” (as 
in the codes), 273 references to “blockchain,” 452 
references to “augmented reality,” and 802 ref-
erences to “virtual reality.” There seems to be an 
inverse correlation between how useful a channel 
is and how widely it’s covered. 

Growth Marketing

Somehow, this term has been able to flourish 
without anyone seeming to cringe over its redun-
dancy.

The entire point of marketing is growth. You can 
find growth marketers everywhere. Consider a 
shop owner paying to promote its business on 
Yelp, spending a few hundred dollars monthly on 
local billboards, or getting the neighbor’s college 
kid to manage the shop’s Instagram account. If 
activities cause the net revenue to contract, the 
owner will stop doing them.

To that end, one day, when I give up on LinkedIn 
entirely, I will position myself as a marketing 
contractor and define that is someone who takes 
all my clients’ money and spends it lavishly until 
the business contracts entirely. If the client com-

plains, I will tell them that they should have hired 
a growth marketer instead.

Influencer Marketing

The glomming on to influencers by marketers 
unleashed a tide of people marketing themselves 
as influencers. 
It is no longer clear whether the marketers are 
trying to attract influencers or the influencers 
are trying to attract marketers; it’s like a mating 
dance where everyone is puffing up their plum-
age. Sometimes, for actual Homo sapiens, the 
dance is fun to watch.

Out-of-Home Advertising

Also known as outdoor advertising, this category 
was once synonymous with billboard advertising.

It is currently far more varied and with new ways 
emerging to buy such media digitally.

The out-of-home (OOH) category may be a 
catch-all for any kind of visual ad that is displayed 
outside of a residence, though not on one’s per-
sonal device. OOH may include ads inside stores, 
but such ads will also tend to fall under a separate 
category such as shopper marketing.

Beyond billboards, this can encompass ads at 
mass transit stations, on vehicles, in elevators, at 
airports, in various kinds of kiosks, at gas station 
pumps, or on the pavement. 

Performance Marketing

Performance marketing would be much more fun 
if it were marketing that put on a performance.

Search Engine Marketing

Ads that run above search results.
In the pre-mobile era (sometimes known as the 
Cretaceous), such ads also ran alongside search 
results. 
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Before Google’s monopoly of search engine mar-
keting spending, some marketers would buy such 
ads on multiple search engines. 

These ugly, boring, wordy ads that all look indis-
tinguishable from each other are the most consis-
tently effective forms of advertising. They’re the 
antithesis of the kinds of creative, story-driven, 
emotional, logo-plastered ads that are supposed 
to be the crowning output of the industry.

Marketing Influencer

A so-called influential person who is known for 
expertise in marketing the ability to have an 
impact on the thoughts and actions of other 
marketers.

An influencer marketing campaign can center 
around a marketing influencer.

As soon as you are at an industry event and 
someone introduces himself (it’s usually a he) as a 
marketing influencer, that would be a good time 
to remember your car is double-parked, even if 
you took mass transit there.

Media Channels

There are three categories of media channels, 
with “channel” serving as a word that may in 
marketing use whenever they have no idea to 
describe something. The usage here works, given 
that these represent how marketing messages are 
channeled to their desired audiences.

Earned Media

It was the best of media. It was the worst of 
media.

It’s the best because it feels free, even if nothing 
you earn is free. Earned media’s value comes 
from publicity spread through media outlets and 
individuals. Any marketer that has spent time or 
money on public relations or influencer market-
ing campaigns has some idea about how much 
this costs.

Earned media also stems from a brand’s reputa-
tion. Sal’s Pizzeria in Mamaroneck, a 40-minute 
northward train ride from Manhattan, has the 
best Sicilian slice you’ll ever eat. This mom and 
pop pizza joint is now the beneficiary of this au-
thor’s earned media. It did not hire this author as 
an influencer (although that would be lovely, even 
with a barter arrangement), nor has it run any PR 
campaigns that have reached this author. Instead, 
it has been consistently serving this author his 

https://www.salsmamaroneck.com/
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favorite Italian food for four decades. Now that is 
how you earn your media. 

Even newer businesses that create products and 
experiences that turn customers into advocates 
or audiences into fans can reap the same benefits. 
Those products most likely won’t be as delicious 
as a Sal’s Sicilian corner slice. 

Media, Owned

Media that a marketer has full ownership of or 
nearly complete control over.

Examples include a storefront, website, product 
package, or newsletter (via e-mail or print). 

There are a few caveats. Sal’s Pizzeria’s Instagram 
account, where you can practically smell the 
Sicilian pies wafting from the square images, 
is owned media. Sal’s has full control over the 
content, and it does not have to pay to distribute 
that content. However, Instagram owner Face-
book owns the media and can change the rules of 
engagement anytime. A website hosting service 
could technically do the same, but the risks are 
far lower; Sal’s Pizzeria may deal in goods that 
taste illicit but are assuredly legal.

Media, Paid

Advertising.

https://www.instagram.com/salsmamaroneck/
https://www.instagram.com/salsmamaroneck/
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Native Advertising

An advertorial sold digitally – and often program-
matically – so it needed an entirely new name.

It is supposed to be clearly delineated as adver-
tising, but that does not always happen in prac-
tice. Additionally, what is clear to the advertiser 
or publisher is not always clear to people viewing 
the ads.
 
“Native” implies that such advertising is indige-
nous to a publisher. This might have been true in 
the early days of the soap opera, such as when 
Procter & Gamble laundry soap brand Oxydol 
sponsored the national rollout of NBC radio 
series Ma Perkins. Jeff Suess reported in Cincin-
nati Enquirer, “The connection to Oxydol was so 
strong that the show was often called Oxydol’s 
Own Ma Perkins.”
 
That is a native ad. Most ads are immigrants. 
Acts of illegal immigration are more common in 
advertising than American demography (see also: 
Fraud).

Newsletter

A recurring publication that, when distributed via 
email, is often synonymous with spam.

Corporate newsletters not only tend to go out 
to people who never subscribed (and sometimes 
never heard of the sender), but they are filled 
with content that no one but the sender would 
ever possibly care about (see also: Spam).

Ogilvy, David

If the quote you’re thinking of isn’t John Wana-
maker’s, it is probably David Ogilvy’s.

Organic Search Results

These are search engine listings – or websites 
that appear in response to queries on Google – 
that no one paid for directly.

These are separate from paid search engine 
results, which advertisers directly paid for (see: 
Search Engine Marketing). A large percentage of 
the population cannot tell the difference between 
the different kinds of results, thanks in part to 
Google’s obfuscation. It does not matter much 
anyway.

For any commercial search query where someone 
may spend money as a result of that search, the 
best-ranked websites are almost definitely the 
result of businesses spending money to achieve 
prominence. The query could be “buy new fighter 
jet,” or it could be “what should I wear when vis-
iting a fortune teller.” In either case, that money 
often goes to search engine optimization instead 
of ads.

N

O

https://www.cincinnati.com/story/news/2017/10/04/our-history-p-g-put-soap-soap-opera/732149001/
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Consider a search for “organic dog food.” The top 
listings are ads, and they are nominally demarcat-
ed as such. Those are paid results, or paid listings. 
The next ten listings are for websites selling 
organic dog food or writing about it, such as one 
on a pet store chain’s website entitled, “Ten Ways 
Your Affenpinscher Can Tell How Much More You 
Love Her When You Buy Her Organic Dog Food.” 
These listings are organic results for organic food, 
or organic organic results. 

But pet food brands, retailers, and veterinari-
ans ranking for such a term all paid someone, 
somehow. They might have hired staff in-house. 
They might have found freelancers on Upwork or 
Fiverr. 
They might have hired content marketing agen-
cies. All of these can cost much more than an ad 
campaign, depending on how a business allocates 
its budget. Such efforts can be profitable, as the 
results can indefinitely deliver qualified leads 
until competitors spend even more on SEO. 

Also known as Natural Search Results. Such 
results are as natural as they are organic. 

Podcast

A broadcast medium with a personal feel, it is 
usually delivered only as audio but sometimes via 
video. 

Whenever your friend asks you if you listen to his 
or her podcast, do not do what I do and say you 
only listen to audiobooks. Instead, say you listen 
to their podcast already, and it is your favorite 
one since “Serial.” 

If your friend asks you which episode you liked 
the best, say the one about privacy. Everyone 
talks about privacy at some point. “I loved what 
you said about privacy” is a surefire way to make 
any publisher or speaker feel touched that some-
one paid attention to them.

PowerPoint

What a blank sheet of paper is to an artist, Power-
Point is to a marketer.
Most artists, however, are not Picasso. By sheer 
numbers, most drawings are created by toddlers 
and grade-schoolers with undeveloped artistic 
talent and poor fine motor skills.

Similarly, most marketers are not Picasso. But 
most think they are.

The Picasso Fallacy is why PowerPoint’s enjoy-
ment level in the workplace sits somewhere 
between a cold cup of coffee and the guillotine.

P

https://www.upwork.com/
https://www.fiverr.com/
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Press Release

A document that releases the press from any 
obligation to or interest in covering its subject.

Privacy

A quaint, fanciful illusion in both the real-world 
and digital realms. 

While many will trade their privacy for access 
to something as simple as a photo editing app, 
others may need a greater incentive, such as a 
chance to win a three-day, two-night stay at a 
Boca timeshare.  

Procurement

The act of acquisition, it denotes the role or de-
partment responsible for obtaining any material 
resources for an organization. 

Procurement officers wield formidable power at 
major brands. 

Agencies tend to be affected most by their whims, 
even though few agency professionals have ever 

met someone working in procurement. 

If agencies ever got together around the camp-
fire, all the scariest stories would be about pro-
curement officers.

Programmatic Advertising

The use of software to automatically buy, sell, and 
optimize digital advertising.

It is also how the advertising industry weaned 
itself off Forbes Yacht Syndrome, whereby pub-
lishers such as Forbes would take young, impres-
sionable media buyers on large vehicles such as 
yachts to influence advertising preference.

Given that programmatic exchanges do not have 
such preferences toward publishers with sea-
borne or airborne transport, it falls to advertising 
technology companies to court such impres-
sionable media buyers instead. This courting of-
ten happens at venues involving taking buyers to 
ranges where buyers aim axes or guns at targets. 
These buyers have likely never previously picked 
up axes nor guns.
 
Public Relations

The art of influencing journalists to receive press 
coverage to influence other journalists to write 
a bigger story to influence influencers to influ-
ence smaller influencers to influence people who 
will never buy your stuff to tell their friends who 
might buy your stuff. 

Public relations professionals, known as flacks, 
used to spend much of their time writing press 
releases. Now, they spend much of their time 
pitching influencers, so pitches are just a long 
series of GIFs.

 
Puppies

The third-most lovable animal you can put in ads 
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to make people want to watch them.

They trail only sea otters and baby hippopotami. 

Quality 

Anyone publicly judging the quality of another’s 
marketing will likely do so without a sense of that 
campaign’s primary goal. 

Such a judge also will rarely have access to the 
metrics that show to what extent the marketer 
achieved that goal. 

It is fine to say whether you like or dislike an ad. 
To call it successful or horrible, however, likely 
reflects entirely on one’s taste and not whether 
the ad did the job it was crafted to do. 

In theory, this is the number of unique, living, 
sentient human beings exposed to any form of 
advertising or content.

In reality, it is much more complicated.

Reach is often confused with impressions, which 
is not good, as it is still challenging to find honest 
and accurate impression reports.

Impressions typically don’t account for unique 
viewers or users. The same person can view an 
ad 1,000 times, and that would mean the ad had 

1,000 impressions, but the reach would still be 1 – 
in an accurate report (see also: Frequency).

Marketers and their peers on the buy- and sell-
sides will also frequently conflate reach with 
“potential reach” (in the same way they might 
conflate impressions with “potential impres-
sions”). If Twitter has 300 million unique users 
one month, an ad or tweet there will not have a 
reach of 300 million. Similarly, if President Barack 
Obama has 100 million Twitter followers (as of 
this writing, he has more), that does not mean 
every love-tweet he posts about First Lady Mi-
chelle has a reach of 100 million. That also does 
not mean President Obama reaches one-third of 
Twitter users. 

This probably sounds obvious to you. If you 
work in the advertising industry, you will soon 
be in a meeting where you realize none of this 
is evident to one of the participants. Your rela-
tionship with the participant and your desire to 
continue your tenure at that company will factor 
into whether you offer a correction. Also, in that 
meeting will be a tray of half-stale bagels under 
the wall-mounted monitor. Unless you know that 
they were from the meeting right before yours, 
do not eat them.

Real-Time

Taking an arbitrary, manmade construction and 
putting the word “real” in front of it does not 
make it any less artificial.

Reality, Augmented

A form of reality that is typically diminished 
by the addition of digital imagery overlaid on a 
screen showing a real environment.

Augmented reality, or AR, is typically most ef-
fective when no one pays any attention to the 
technological wizardry. For example, the digitally 
superimposed first down marketer during tele-
vised American football games is a form of aug-

Q

R

https://twitter.com/barackobama
https://twitter.com/barackobama
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Reality, Virtual 

A digital experience so routinely forgettable that 
it makes your miserable actual reality look much 
better by comparison.

Relevance Paradox

We notice ads the most when they are both 
utterly relevant to us or irrelevant. 

This phenomenon can be plotted along a 
U-shaped curve. As most ads make some correct 
assumptions about their target audience, but 
few ads get those assumptions (and timing) right, 
we notice few ads. That means one way to boost 

mented reality that makes games more watchable 
and enjoyable. 

When Snapchat turns you into a dancing hot dog, 
that is also AR at its finest.

marketing performance could be to make ads that 
are entirely irrelevant to their target audience.

Should you try to capitalize on this paradox, be 
sure to share credit with this author if it works. 
Find a junior member of a media agency to blame 
if it doesn’t. 

Remote Working

A work environment that has been de rigueur for 
consultants and geographically distributed tech-
nology companies.

During the winter of 2020, as the coronavirus 
pandemic spread, most of the corporate work-
force got to experience this. 

While some enjoyed the lack of a commute for 
the first time in their adult lives, it left millions 
of others never so eager to return to a cubicle or 
open floorplan.

ROAS

Return on advertising spend. 

Divide how much revenue you made from your 
ad campaign by your campaign spend. Hopefully, 
that number is greater than one. 

If the number is 0.99 or less, it is time to fire 
someone or wind down some contract because 
there is no way that it is your fault. You may also 
choose to add a multiplier, like 1.5, claiming that 
you could only track so much of the revenue, 
and the real number is higher by that notional 
amount.

Repeat that number in enough meetings until 
other people cite it themselves. By then, you will 
no longer shoulder the blame when someone 
invariably finds out about the ‘light’ fraud. You 
may well have also taken proactive measures and 
wound up heading to your next gig. 
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ROI

Return on investment. The king of metrics. 

All of you advertising professionals who remember 
five words from high school French class because 
you were too snooty to take Spanish are feeling 
proud of yourselves right now.

Search Engine

Google.

Search Engine Optimization

The art – no, science! no, art! – of ranking high-
er in the natural or organic search results in a 
search engine. 

Seven Deadly Sins of Marketing

The Seven Deadly Sins of Marketing are Assump-
tion, Fraud, Ignorance, Infinitely Stretching Pay-
ment Terms, Innovation Worship, Obfuscation, 
and Unaccountability.

Avoid these, and one day, you can run an agency 
with your name on it.

If you share the name with someone like, oh, a 
serial killer, you may want to use your initials or a 
childhood nickname.

Spam

Also known as unsolicited commercial email 
(UCE). No one refers to UCE. 

If Gmail started referring to an unsolicited 
commercial email folder, everyone would switch 
overnight to Yahoo Mail. Yahoo has since lost 
the right to use its exclamation point. I wrote it 
as Yahoo! for so many years and am relieved I no 
longer need to stretch my fingers and make that 

S
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gratuitous punctuation mark. Then again, for 
people who have been writing about the internet 
and marketing for many years dating back to the 
1990s, most of us need to write Yahoo far less 
often anyway.

This author has never eaten Spam, so I’m not 
sure if it leaves as bad a taste in one’s mouth as 
spam does figuratively. However, I suspect that if 
spam filters became 100% accurate and effective, 
and all spam disappeared from the world, many 
people would miss it. It’s like the bug bite that 
annoyed you but that you miss scratching. 

Specialist

Someone who focuses on a defined area of exper-
tise.

For most fields within marketing, such as growth 
marketing or graphic design, it is easier to match 
up specialists’ skills with job descriptions; gener-
alists often struggle in trying to create their job 
descriptions. Over time, specialists acquire depth 
and mastery of their fields. 
Many generalists will say that despite these chal-
lenges, they have more fun (see also: Generalist).

Some specialists become so revered for their 
craft that they are goaded to take on roles and 
responsibilities well outside of their domain of 
expertise. This dilutes their specialization. It 
creates career-making opportunities for some 
specialists and potentially career-halting peril for 
others.

Startup

Any company that you have not heard of that is 
not listed on the Fortune 500.

Strategy

The approach an individual or organization takes 
to achieve a specified goal.

Given how frequently it appears in people’s titles 
and role descriptions, it seems that anyone can 
be an expert in strategy.

Most are not.

Super Bowl

The annual American football championship 
match featuring 11 minutes of action and 50 
minutes of advertising.

America has its priorities in order.

Swag 

Branded promotional goods distributed at trade 
shows or meetings.

Sometimes spelled “schwag,” which is the only 
spelling this author knew until he was well into 
this professional career. “Schwag” has always felt 
more natural for this author’s Eastern European 
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roots, while “swag” tends to sound Waspy. 

While Merriam-Webster offers an authoritative 
history of the term, the most memorable usage of 
it in popular culture belongs to Michael Scott, the 
protagonist of The Office, who exclaimed, “Swag! 
Stuff we all get. I basically decorated my condo for 
free with all of my swag!”

SXSW

South by Southwest. 

The first year that you go, if you are new to it, you 
may wind up doing what I did and writing those 
four letters in a nearly random order every time 
you email or text someone about it.

Once known as spring break for marketing nerds, 
the Interactive segment of the festival no longer 
merits that description. Many of the crazier parties 
have moved on in recent years, marketers have 
aged and don’t stay up as late as they used to, and 
the Austin weather in March is not conducive to 
wearing Foursquare t-shirts and cargo shorts.

Half of TikTok’s audience was not yet born the 
last time anything significant launched at SXSW, 
but the festival can sometimes provide a boost for 
emerging brands, such as SXSW 2019’s breakout 
brand, Mayor Pete Buttigieg.

Synergy

If it were spelled “sinergy,” it might be more evi-
dent that it is a sin ever to write or utter this.
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Tactics

Concrete actions taken to achieve a goal.
Tactics are continually seeking job promotions; 
they all want to be strategies.
Don’t let them. Tactics are needed in their cur-
rent jobs. Give them the day off when they get 
tired; keep them fresh.

Sometimes, you will be tempted to force tactics 
into early retirement during their peak earning 
years because you feel they have been in their job 
too long. Rethink that. Tactics that are working 
hard and achieving results should be allowed to 
do their jobs as long as possible.

Targeting

The act of determining the best kind of prospect 
for one’s product or service and then finding a 
way to reach said prospect.
Marketers are typically not the most violent of 
laborers. During a military draft, one can imagine 
most marketers would look for ways to market 
themselves as unsuitable for service. If you want 
to predict which marketers will be the first to 
dodge that draft, a safe bet is whoever most 
frequently quotes The Art of War by Sun Tzu in 
their PowerPoint presentations. 

When it comes to finding more people to sell 
to, marketers resort to this bloodthirsty term. 
Consumers need not worry, as few prospects are 
physically wounded from advertising, though 
people do periodically die from falling off bill-
boards. 

Behavioral Targeting

It is tempting to think of this being the ability to 

find prospects who have been on their best or 
worst behavior.

Would you like to target someone on the nice 
list or the naughty list? If Santa were to diversify 
and open an advertising agency next to his work-
shop, he would be masterful at this. Also, he’d be 
relieved to know that recent college graduates 
hired for entry-level jobs at agencies cost less 
than elves.
Behavioral targeting instead is a way of reaching 
people based on digital actions that they take, 
such as visiting certain websites, clicking links 
in ads or content, downloading apps, or playing 
games. 

It is possible to come up with a naughty list based 
on what kinds of websites that prospects visit. 
Such a list would also be useful for Santa or other 
marketers in terms of which types of toys to 
promote. 

Contextual Targeting

Targeting based on the content of a webpage. 

If a webpage is about another planned remake of 
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, a properly func-
tioning contextual targeting engine will assume 
that most visitors to such a page are horror 
movie fans. Said engine will attempt to prioritize 
contextually relevant ads such as those for horror 
movie streaming services, sleep aids, or hockey 
masks.

A non-functioning contextual targeting engine 
will review the terms on that page and show 
ads for the Dallas Mavericks, Home Depot, and 
funeral homes. Such gaffes were more common 
pre-2010 when contextual technologies (includ-
ing Google’s) regularly misfired, but they remain a 
source of ad industry amusement.

Demographic Targeting

Targeting based on the personal traits of your 
desired audience.

T

https://www.ajc.com/news/local/contractor-working-billboard-falls-death/zAkhBpvbmzgTA5XT7nvFjL/
https://www.ajc.com/news/local/contractor-working-billboard-falls-death/zAkhBpvbmzgTA5XT7nvFjL/
https://www.sizmek.com/blog/why-contextmatters-ad-wins-and-fails/
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These traits may include age, sex, race, occupa-
tion, income, marital status, and parental status.

A hallmark of media planning, it isn’t always 
necessary to use demographic targeting. Google’s 
search ads, to name one prominent example, rely 
more on the declared intent of the searcher.  

If Carla, who identifies with she/her pronouns, is 
searching for a new chainsaw, it doesn’t matter if 
she is a 64-year-old man or a 28-year-old woman. 
She wants that chainsaw, and if she is specifically 
searching for an 18-inch, 40.2-cc, 2-stroke cycle 
chainsaw, she probably has an immediate need 
that can be filled without knowing much about 
her beyond where she wants to pick it up or have 
it shipped. To that end, geographic targeting lay-
ered over that intent-based targeting will be the 
best way to ensure Carla soon has her chainsaw.

Geographic Targeting

Targeting based on location.

Usually, this is where you are. Right at this mo-
ment. Did you just move? You’ve been targeted 
again.

Sometimes, it’s based on your declared location, 
such as what you share in a profile on a social 
network. 

It may also be based on where the marketer’s 
technological tools think you are. If you ever used 
a virtual private network (VPN) and connected 
through a different city or country, you may have 
suddenly noticed many more ads. Those ads were 
different from what you are used to – such as 
when a Manhattan resident connects through an 
Atlanta VPN node and suddenly gets bombarded 
with advertisements for cars and politicians (see 
also: Relevance Paradox).

Retargeting

Often a misnomer applied to the practice of 
stalking consumers across digital properties with 
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ads for products shoppers seemed interested in.

Say Carla, who identifies with she/her pronouns, 
is looking for both a new chainsaw and Swedish 
Fish, and she visits Amazon. She just had her 
Invisalign aligners removed, so she buys a case 
of Swedish Fish (great move, Carla) but holds off 
on the chainsaw. She wants to check Consumer 
Reports first and is running late for her meeting 
with Fred Wilpon about joining the New York 
Mets front office. After she meets with Wilpon, 
she returns online to find Amazon ads every-
where pushing the last chainsaw she viewed. 
What did Amazon do to Carla?

Amazon targeted her. It did not retarget her. She 
was never targeted in the first place. She couldn’t 
be retargeted.
A better name: Quicksanding. This is when you 
step in a marketer’s trap, and the marketer does 
everything in its power to lure you back in. You 
either succumb or escape. 

Television

Like much of what can be considered traditional 
media consumption, the notion of “television” is 
in the eye of the beholder.

Seinfeld streamed on a mobile device will always 
be television. Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee 
streamed to a television will never be television; it 
will always be an online or streamed show. 

The Mandalorian is television that often feels 
cinematic. Toy Story 4 is a movie. Forky Asks a 
Question is a series of streamed shorts. 

The Morning Show might be television, but to find 
out, that means you need to activate your sub-
scription to Apple TV+.
Schitt’s Creek is television. Ozark is television. The 
Marvelous Mrs. Maisel tries so hard to be tele-
vision that it’s almost a streaming series, but it’s 
television. The Handmaid’s Tale is television, but 
it’s also a book, and now two books, and it might 
have been better as a single book. 

TikTok

An adult over age 30 will need to spend at least 30 
minutes trying to explain it to you, and you still 
won’t understand it.

Anyone under age 25 can show you in ten sec-
onds. You won’t understand it then either, but 
you will need to see more of it.
Note: Flava Flav is not the spokesperson for 
TikTok, but in a just world, he would be (see also: 
Blockchain).

Triopoly

An informal way to refer to a market dominated 
by three players.

The online advertising industry was previously 
known as a Duopoly (see also: Duopoly).

Sometime in the late or 2010s, Amazon was 
added as the third member to the exclusive club. 
eMarketer has projected Amazon’s share of US 
digital advertising spending will rise from 7.6% 
in 2019 to 8.6% in 2020. That may not be much, 
but the market is a large one. Think of how many 
websites there are, yet 70% of digital advertising 
spending goes to three properties.

I would have preferred the term “Tripoly.” The ad 
industry is so confusing that people might as well 
not know if one is referring to three corporate 
behemoths or the capital of Libya. 

https://www.emarketer.com/chart/231155/duopoly-vs-amazon-share-of-us-digital-ad-spending-2019-2020-of-digital-ad-spending
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Twitter

A massive forum free from any hateful discourse or 
polarizing political speech. 
Presidents typically use it to share their tax returns 
and host press briefings.

Accounts representing well-known brands tend to 
use it to compliment other brands and see which 
compliment can generate the most ‘likes.’ Example:

@wendys: Mr. King, I went into your establish-
ment in Fresno today. How do you keep your 
buns so moist? And how do you keep your ba-
throom sparkling clean?

@burgerking: Thank you. We use @saranwrap for 
both. Please come again, and we will make your 
order your way.

@mcdonalds: Wow, can I come? 

@burgerking: Only if you bring Grimace.

@mcdonalds: Aww, shucks. I bet you’d never dip a 
McNugget in sweet and sour sauce because you’re 
sweet and sweet all the way through. 

[Cut to Grimace in the Brandy Glen Mascot Retire-
ment Center, retching.]
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Unique

A collective of individualistic individuals treated 
as a homogenous body by advertisers, publishers, 
and developers.

Phrasing can come in many guises: “unique users,” 
“unique visitors,” “unique viewers,” “unique listen-
ers,” etc.

Any of the above terms are frequently shortened 
so that one simply refers to “uniques.” Microsoft’s 
spellcheck refuses to allow this word to go un-
flagged, as should everyone else in advertising 
and media. “Unique” means the exact opposite 
in industry parlance as it does to anyone with at 
least third grade-level English comprehension. 

The opposite of the industry phrasing of “unique” 
is…

Nothing.

For instance, the opposite of “unique visitors” is 
“visitors.” Thus, one unique aspect of “unique” is 
that it is peerless. 
One could say that the opposite of “unique visi-
tors” is “total visitors,” but no one speaks like that. 
It’s best to leave off “unique” entirely.

If one refers to “visitors,” the assumption is that 
one is referring to the total number of people 
visiting a digital property over a specified period. 
This total includes repeat visitors. 

If one person manages to visit a single website 
1,000 times over a month (such as this author 
with fivethirtyeight.com during election season), 
then this is considered 1,000 visitors or visits. 
Advertisers and publishers always want to put 

the biggest number first if that number is even 
remotely positive. If this website reported the 
number of unique visitors who accounted for 
those 1,000 visits, the number of unique visitors 
would be one. 

If there were 1,000 people each visiting that 
property 1,000 times during the month, it would 
be reported as 1 million visitors and 1,000 unique 
visitors. Still, the actual visitors would not be 
acknowledged to be unique in any way (see also: 
Frequency).

U

https://fivethirtyeight.com/
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Visitors

People who you can leverage for money.
When people visit your home, it usually costs you 
money, unless they are from Publishers Clearing 
House. If the visitors are filming an episode of 
To Catch a Predator, visitors may prove to be far 
more costly. Typically, however, the cost involves 
some food and a few beverages (see also: White 
Claw).

It is the opposite, as usual, among marketers 
and publishers. The more visitors one attracts 
to digital properties and the more information 
that is extracted from and about such visitors, 
they more such data can be packaged and sold to 
advertisers and marketers. In the immortal words 
of Carlota Fay Schoolman and Richard Serra, “You 
are the product...”

Wanamaker, John

Advertising pioneer.
 
Born 1838, died 1922.

Half of his famous advertising quote is butchered 
here; the trouble is I don’t know which half.

V

W
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White, Betty

A favorite advertising industry spokesperson.

She is not to be confused with White Claw. While 
they are both beloved icons to many industry 
professionals, they were born 94 years apart and 
share no closely related kin. 

Also, there is no known relation to Barry White. 

Whiteboard

A blank, usually white surface used for nonper-
manent writing conducted with dry-erase mark-
ers.

It may be as smaller than a sheet of printer paper, 
or it may be as large as an entire wall. White-
boards are commonly made of melamine, but 
more durable and expensive versions are made of 
materials such as steel, aluminum, and porcelain.

Walls can also be painted with a coating that 
replicates the effect of whiteboard surfaces.

“Whiteboard” may also be used as a verb synony-
mous with “ideate” or “spitball.” 
The most common words to be written with 
erasable ink on a whiteboard are, “Do not erase.”

White Claw

A performance-enhancing supplement for the 
advertising industry.

Note that in writing, referring to two cans retains 
the traditional spelling “White Claws.” Using the 
homophone “White Claus” may be confused with 
a holiday reference – and an unintentionally 
racially provocative one at that.

Note that the consumption of multiple White 
Claws can lead to an increased craving for White 
Castle. In non-scientific tests, consumption of the 
former does tend to lead to increased enjoyment 

XX Chromosomes

This chromosomal pattern may be a liability for 
those seeking career advancement or just want-
ing to avoid being harassed in the workplace – 
and outside of it. 

Despite the added burdens that many with 
such chromosomes carry, including struggles 
to earn fair and equal pay for their labors, there 
is a growing appreciation for women’s impact, 
effectiveness, and skills. For example, the Forbes 
2019 edition of its “The World’s Most Influential 
CMOs” report includes 31 women on its list of 50 
(62%), up from 26 (52%) the year before.

There is a long way to go, and many humans 
with all chromosomal compositions have run 
out of patience. That alone is one more sign of 
progress, even if it is not yet enough.

X

of the latter’s signature hamburgers.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jenniferrooney/2019/06/20/the-worlds-most-influential-cmos-2019/#5e17b5ed3d3c
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jenniferrooney/2019/06/20/the-worlds-most-influential-cmos-2019/#5e17b5ed3d3c
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Y Chromosome

Historically, a marketer to bestow unfair corpo-
rate advantages (among other benefits) for its 
bearers.

Futuristically, parthenogenesis may obviate the 
need for male marketers. Until then, such males 
should be advocates for fair and equal pay for 
all members of their species, regardless of an 
individual’s chromosomal makeup. Allies are also 
needed everywhere, at all levels of the organiza-
tion, to speak out against sexism, discrimination, 
and any form of wrongful treatment of their 
peers.

Youth Marketing

Marketing to youths.
This should imply the focus of the audience is 
pre-teens, teenagers, and college-aged adults. 

As this compendium is written, Wikipedia cites 
the age range as 11 to 35, even though a 34-year-
old may be navigating how to deal with his or her 
first divorce, second child, third career, fourth 
home (since living with their parents), and fifth 
job.

In My Cousin Vinny, the practice would be known 
as “yute marketing.”

Y

Z
Zippervertising

The underutilized art of advertising on custom 
branded fanny packs.

The term was coined by the Shanghai Szip Zipper 
Co., Ltd. As of February 2020, its webpage in 
Korean represented the only Google result for 
this term. 

Zippervertising could be the next blockchain. A 
warning for all future zippervertising investors: 
as with all things that zip, it is a market full of ups 
and downs. 

Except for the zippers on items like fanny packs 
that operate horizontally. That market has al-
ready gone sideways. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Youth_marketing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Youth_marketing
https://kr.made-in-china.com/co_szipliu/product_Szip-Colour-Matching-Waterproof-Zipper_hnheyirog.html
https://kr.made-in-china.com/co_szipliu/product_Szip-Colour-Matching-Waterproof-Zipper_hnheyirog.html
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Parting Thoughts

Thank you for browsing through this compendium’s first edition. There is much more 
marketing knowledge to capture and are many more hypocrisies to skewer. Future 
versions are likely – and necessary.

So, what’s next?

As a marketer so astute as to read this, you’re welcome to join my community of marketers 
who love to learn from each other, Serial Marketers. Request access at serialmarketers.net. 

The first entries from this volume ran in my weekly newsletter, where I share regular musings 
on the industry along with thought-provoking news stories, worthwhile events, and new job 
opportunities. Subscribe at serialmarketer.net/subscribe. 

If you have suggestions of more terms to cover, email me.

Given that this is all about marketing and advertising, delight your audiences by sponsoring a 
future or custom edition.

And, since nothing captivates an audience like someone getting up on a stage and reading a 
dictionary, invite me to speak at your live or virtual event. I will even sign autographs.

Contact me at the electronic mailbox below for all such inquiries and others.

And be sure to contact Ms. Flores de Moura directly for your illustration and design needs. It 
is hard to convey how much I learned from her while writing this. 

Thank you.

David Berkowitz
david@serialmarketer.net

http://www.serialmarketers.net/
http://serialmarketer.net/subscribe
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David Berkowitz, a Sal’s Pizzeria devotee, is the son of a chicken farmer-turned-gas-
troenterologist; that will help explain the inspiration for some of this compendium’s 
entries.

He has spent his career helping marketers make sense of their craft, usually learning and 
teaching by doing. Cutting his teeth as eMarketer’s editor and then head of media relations, 
he spent most of his career on the agency side as iCrossing’s marketing director, 360i’s first 
strategist and then innovation lead, and MRY’s first chief marketing officer. He has since 
run his Serial Marketer consultancy working with technology companies to grow their 
businesses with brands and agencies. During this time, he held in-house roles with social 
listening firm Sysomos leading strategy and video production marketplace Storyhunter 
leading marketing.

An avid traveler, David has spoken at more than 350 events spanning six continents (Ant-
arctica’s next). He has written more than 600 columns for trade outlets such as Advertising 
Age, Adweek, and VentureBeat (see also: AdAge), and he is frequently quoted in an array of 
trade and mainstream media outlets. He founded the Serial Marketers community in 2018, 
and he has been publishing the Serial Marketer Weekly since 2016. He resides in Manhattan, 
where the pizza is usually great – it’s just not Sal’s.

Connect with him online:

Web: serialmarketer.net

LinkedIn: dberkowitz

Twitter: @dberkowitz 

E-mail: david@serialmarketer.net

About the Author

https://serialmarketer.net/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dberkowitz/
https://twitter.com/dberkowitz
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Isabela Flores de Moura’s story begins like many others: she draws since she had enough 
motor capacity to hold a pencil – that was, according to her mother, at the age of 3 years 
old. But she can’t confirm this information because she didn’t have enough brain capaci-
ty to hold the memories in her head.

And the story continues as many others do: she dropped the Astrophysics university by the 
end of 2013 to study Visual Arts in 2014. As the curious person that she is, she worked with 
different creative fields (ceramics, woodcuts, photography, and wedding videos, to name 
a few) before moving to São Paulo in 2016. There, she studied Illustration at EBAC – Escola 
Britânica de Artes Criativas (“British School of Creative Arts”) and worked with ceramics 
until the end of 2017. All her teachers through her academic coursework taught her how the 
world is diverse, chaotic, and full of ironies and paradoxes – and how this can be beautiful.

Perhaps because of these experiences, or because she grew up in the middle of nature – the 
south of Brazil is full of weird birds that more yell than sing (5 to 6 am, every day, punctu-
ally), ancient trees like Araucárias, and, in the case of her house, chickens and ten other 
kinds of animals – she developed an interest for everything odd yet daily present in her life. 
Nonsense, nature, and monsters are her favorite subjects. These interests led her to her first 
individual exposition, “Hibridism,” that she exhibited in May 2018.

Since the end of 2017, she has been offering her taste for the usual unusual and her expe-
riences to help people represent their thoughts and emotions via traditional and digital 
illustrations. She has worked with seamless pattern design, children’s picture books, comics, 
and personal commissions. Currently, she works and lives in Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do 
Sul.

Find her online:

Portfolio: flores.art.br

Instagram: @isadrawingstuff

E-mail: isabela.floresdm@gmail.com

About the Illustrator

https://flores.art.br/
https://www.instagram.com/isadrawingstuff/
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Unless you don’t want it to end.

Join the community:

serialmarketers.net

The end.

https://serialmarketers.net/
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